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Abstract
Wi-Fi and Bluetooth are one of the most used radio technologies which
supplement a new idea for pairing mobile devices via wireless
connections, named as MANET’s where mobile users come to a
destination inside the area for communication. System of connections
is built of individual setup of wireless links pairing mobile nodes.
Nodes create a random type of topology in which nodes can shift as
necessary for wireless communications. Even today security problems
in MANET’s are not totally solved as MANET have active wavering
topology when communicating between nodes. Authentication, Data
Integrity, Secure Communication and Confidentiality are such security
features which highly needed for effective network. This paper covers
different types of attacks, threats in MANET’s and few secure routing
protocols.
Keywords: Ad-hoc Network, MANET, Routing Protocols, Security
Attacks, Wi-Fi.
1. INTRODUCTION
Mobile Ad-hoc Network (MANET) has emerged as a new way for wireless
communications. MANET doesn’t require one fixed access point like in wired
network. Alternatively nodes form a network which is an active individual
setup network. The communicating host himself works for actively
discovering other hosts to communicate in MANET. Here a node appoints
other nodes for advancing packets within area. Every wireless mobile host
functions like a node and as a router advancing packets for other wireless
mobile hosts in the network that may not be within the direct communication
ambit of each other. Every instrument in MANET enjoys part in an ad-hoc
routing protocol which acknowledge it to find out differing multi-hop ways
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through the network to any other aiding host. In Military operations and at the
time of natural collapse MANET’s plays a greater role. Like other network
MANET too have lots of security threats. It has few common security
challenges as faced in both wired and wireless networks. Due to wireless
network it is tough to locate which node playing malicious role, wilfully drop
of valuable packets and junk packets at the time of attack [1].
In MANET’s packet forwarding, routing and network management can be
achieved by assisting each other by all moving hosts. Nodes which are within
accessible wireless instrument ambit can transmit straightforwardly via
wireless links, while those are not in direct ambit necessarily rely on in
between nodes to act as routers to send information and this entire working is
backed by its multi-hop traits. MANET should have following characteristics
which distinguish him from other networks like; Fluctuating Link Bandwidth,
Autonomous Behaviour, Dynamic Network Topology, Multi-hop Radio
Relaying, Limited Energy Resources, Distributed Operations [2].

Figure 1: Example of MANET.
MANET’s should be aimed at secure routing, transfer protocols, easy
discovery of node when any instrument needs to pair, Bi-directional
transmission between hosts and in last should be focused towards Quality of
services. MANET gives access to data and services maintaining their position
in network. Figure 1 shows how nodes communicate in network [3]. It is not a
centralized network, more flexible and also less expensive as compared to
wired network.
2. SECURITY ATTACKS IN MOBILE AD-HOC NETWORK
MANET’s has lots of security problems. Links are open and actively movable
here thus bad-natured intruder can easily intrusion this network. Attacks
matching to specific layer are displayed in table 1. The particular attacks are
usually of two types i.e. internal and external attacks [4].
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Table 1: Attacks Matching to MANET Layers
LAYERS
Transport Layer
Physical Layer
Network Layer
Application Layer
Data Link Layer

2.1.

ATTACKS
Hijacking
Eavesdropping, Jamming, Interference
Black Hole, Worm Hole, Spoofing, Sink Hole, Sybil
Code Attacks, Viruses
Denial-of-Service, Malicious Behaviour of Nodes

Internal Attacks
 Timing Attack
 Modification Attack
 Dropping Attack
 Fabrication Attack

2.2. External Attacks

Active Attacks: -It harms or alters the computer resources and involves
modification of the information stream.
 Denial of Service Attack
 Spoofing
 Man-in-the-Middle
 ARP poisoning
 Ping Flood
 Smurf Attack
 Buffer Overflow
 Heap Overflow
 Formatting String Attack

Passive Attacks: -This type of attacks does not affect the system
resource; they only observe or monitor the communication. The aim of this
type of attack is to obtain information that is being transmitted [5]. These can
be following
 Wiretapping
 Port Scan
 Idle Scan
2.3.

Layer Attacks
 Gray Hole Attack
 Byzantine Attack
 Rushing Attack
 Partitioning Attack
 Black Hole Attack
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Worm Hole Attack
Link Withholding Attack
Sybil Attack
Location Disclosure Attack
Replay Attack
Spoofing Attack

3. SOLUTIONS FOR SECURING MANET ROUTING PROTOCOLS
To secure routing protocols from attacks lots of solutions are proposed by
researchers like AODV, DSDV, DSR, OLSR and FSR etc. [6]. As routing is a
significant task for Ad-hoc network, thus this should be more secure as viable.
A protocol might be enough to please security problems and working terms.
Below are few solutions [7, 8, 9]:
 SAR (Security Aware Ad-hoc Routing)
 SAODV (Secure Ad-hoc on Demand Distance Vector)
 ARAN (Authenticated Routing for Ad-hoc Network)
 ARIADNE
 SRP (Secure Routing Protocol)
 SEAD (Secure Efficient Ad-hoc Distance Vector)
 SLSP (Secure Link State Routing Protocol)
 DSDV (Destination-Sequenced Distance Vector Protocol)
 DSR (Dynamic Secure Routing)
4. CONCLUSION
This paper concludes that attacks against MANET’s are rely upon which
transmission layer is targeted, environment in which attacks is started and the
level of Ad-hoc network tool aimed. There are various features of attacks that
should be reviewed before crafting any security plan for an Ad-hoc network.
Because of open nature of mobility and media, MANET is extra vulnerable to
security threats as described. Therefore, MANET requires greater security
compared to traditional wired networks. Subsequently few secure protocols
were covered for resolving security issues. A new framework can be created
using discussed protocols for managing attacks.
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